Titleist - the tour favorite for thirteen years

You and your fellow professionals who are playing on the tournament circuit for a cut of more than 2 million dollars in prize money want every advantage your equipment can give you.

More of you play Titleist than any other ball, and have been doing so for thirteen straight years.

Here is a ball you can recommend with confidence, and it is yours alone to sell, for Titleist, like all Acushnet products, is sold through golf course pro shops only.

ACUSHNET GOLF BALLS
Sold The World Over Thru Golf Course Pro Shops Only
Horton Smith's getting the USGA's Bob Jones Award for sportsmanship paired two valiant spirits ... Bob and Horton are in poor condition physically and have been for several years ... Yet in all that time neither has done any complaining ... That is something that can't be said of some of golf's notables who three-putt or get bad lies ... Horton was in a hospital for 70 days of the four months preceding his hard and valuable work at the PGA school at Clearwater ... He went back to Springfield, Mo., for hospitalization after the PGA school ... In Horton's absence, Jimmy Thomson accepted the Jones award for him at the USGA meeting.

Thomson told amusing tales of the exhibition tour that Smith, Lawson Little, Harry Cooper and Thomson made as the Spalding "Flying Circus." ... That promotion created tremendous golf interest and made thousands of new golfers, especially in the smaller towns ... You wonder how that promotion compares with TV ... Sarazen has been doing great as commentator on the Wonderful World of Golf series ... Smith plans to play in the Masters to keep his record of never having missed one of them intact.

Nita Wotherspoon, wife of Bill, pro at Southern Hills CC, Tulsa, recovering from heart attack that hit her at home the day the Wotherspoons intended to leave for the PGA Seniors in Dunedin ... Hurricane Carla, followed by miserable winter prevented Corpus Christi (Tex.) board of education director of athletics, Chester H. Allen, from starting construction of Par 3 courses at high schools until recently ... Jim Fisher's ace for First Flight Co. $50,000 during the PGA National CC championship was a reminder not to pick up when you feel discouraged ... Jim's ace on the 162 yd. 16th followed his 9 on the 15th.

Herman Barron's 9-under 135 to win the PGA Quarter Century title at Dunedin had some veterans recalling how close Herman came to National Open titles in the 40s ... He and Hogan were a stroke back of Mangrum, Nelson and Ghezzi at Canterbury in 1946 where Mangrum won the second 18 of a play-off ... Jim Stamps, of Dalton, Ga., in winning the 1962 PGA club title in Dunedin, got an extra $1,000 of Jack Harkins' money for playing First Flight clubs and balls ... Jim works for the company ... Stamps hits the ball so far it looks like it's going into orbit.

Los Angeles' 11 municipal courses had a record 983,921 rounds in 1961, up about 21,500 from 1960 ... Seven of the courses had their biggest play in 1960 ... Chicago District GA handicaps list shows 225 players from the plus 2 of Bob McCall of Flossmoor through the 3
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• Newest, most authoritative guidebook of its kind. • 20 pages of important information with numerous helpful photos and illustrations • "Must reading" for anyone planning a new system, extension or replacement

It describes irrigation designs, watering techniques, methods of laying pipe of golf course irrigation systems.

This booklet can help you keep your course in tournament condition, throughout the season.

Send for this free booklet "Golf Course Irrigation" today
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handicap group... The Jersey Golfer, Orange, N.J., plans to establish Jersey public course golfers' handicap system based on three scorecards submitted, one of which will be processed by the Callaway system.

Charles Bartlett, Chicago Tribune golf reporter and sec. of Golf Writers Assn. of America, is back in circulation again after hospitalization for a kidney infection and spinal misery... Paul Hahn flying the Caribbean tournament circuit putting on his trick shot exhibitions... Hahn's 1962 program is the brightest this sparkling golf showman has put on, the way we see it... Olympia Fields (Ill.) CC financial report on 1961 PGA championship showed the promoter was the leading prize winner with $18,272.76... The PGA champion, Jerry Barber, was second with $11,000 out of total purse of $64,800.

Ted Rhodes, veteran Negro pro, in VA hospital at Nashville, Tenn... Benefit for Ted recently staged by Linksmen GC, 364 E. 63rd st., Chicago... Trend in newer fine course architecture is definitely away from those holes that haven't much length to make them
CUSHMAN,
Gasoline Golfsters
chosen for The 49ers
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testing

Bill Ogden shown here with one of the twenty new Gasoline Golfsters.

This new Tucson, Arizona, course not only plays long (more than 7,000 yards), but has many long hauls between green and the next tee.

"Therefore, in choosing the 20 cars for our club fleet, we looked for range, power and dependability," said Club Pro Bill Ogden and Vice President Paul Van Wagner. "On the basis of competitive tests, we felt that the course, with its rolling hills, could best be traversed with Cushman Electric Golfsters. With Terra Tires, the Golfster is easy on the new turf and easily negotiates the sandy soil in a few problem areas. We're most happy with the Golfsters' enthusiastic acceptance by our members, and with their quiet, inexpensive operation."

UNMATCHED QUIET
UNLIMITED RANGE
The sturdy heart of the Cushman Gasoline Golfster is a new OMC two-cylinder, die-cast aluminum, 18 HP engine with unlimited range and power to spare. It always loafs—never labors—which is part of the secret of the Golfster's quiet operation. The loafing engine also means minimum maintenance. Many other outstanding features.

Famous CUSHMAN Electric Golfster
"The Choice of Champions"

FULL YEAR WARRANTY on all 1962 GOLFSTERS
SOLD AND SERVICED NATIONALLY — See your Cushman dealer for a demonstration, or write

March, 1962
Get that Country Club Look

MEN’S BLAZERS: • from $34.95
MEN’S BERMUDAS: • $19.95
MEN’S SLACKS: • (pleats or plain front) from $17.95
LADIES’ COORDINATES: • from $11.95
LADIES’ BLOUSES: • from $5.95
LADIES’ BERMUDAS: • from $6.95

Men’s and Women’s Bermudas are beltless.
Fabrics by Galey & Lord, Dan River and Avondale.
Sold in leading pro shops from coast to coast.
KUNIK KASUALS - Sales Offices
6818 Ventnor Ave., Ventnor, N.J.

Interesting use of low value land for pleasant course made by International Minerals and Chemical Corp. in building 9-hole course on land near Lakeland, Fla., which had been a phosphate mining area. Arnold Palmer’s hot shooting starting with the Desert tournament indicates that the bright young man from Latrobe learned in time that the way for a golfer to make money for himself at golf is to play golf. Byron Harcke, Chicago Park District golf supervisor, conducting series of indoor lessons in Chicago neighborhood park gyms.

Bergen County, N.J., adding 9 to its 18-hole course in Rockleigh. Start work on two PGA 18s to plans of Dick Wilson at West Palm Beach Gardens, Fla. Slight delay in starting because...
Terra-Tires are easier on turf than a golfer's shoe

And they're now available on golf cars made by 16 manufacturers. You get all the benefits of golf cars—faster play, extra revenue, happier members—without costly turf damage when you have Terra-Tires on your golf cars. They go anywhere on wet or dry turf, have such low rolling resistance you often get an extra 9 holes or more out of a car battery charge. And they're great for other golf course equipment, too.


Note to car builders: Terra-Tires come with smooth or diamond tread. Write for details.
of Wilson’s insistence on coordination of course and adjacent residential plot layouts... Everybody got a good break there... Too many of the course real estate projects don’t have the two elements satisfactorily related... Palm Beach Gardens developer, John D. MacArthur, building the courses and turning them over to PGA with property for a clubhouse... PGA will build club and maintain courses.

First 9 of The Ledges CC, Fayetteville, N.Y., to be in play in July, says Pres. Bryce Tuttle... “Red” Howell is pro... Construction started on second 9... Robert Trent Jones is the architect... Henrico County, Va. (Richmond) planning commission okays ordinance permitting Par 3 courses in agricultural or conservation zones.

Bert Purvis, that cheerful and useful gadabout who serves pros in upstate New York, tells of some new pro assignments in his territory: Dick Osborne at Pinehaven CC, Guilderland, N.Y... John Doctor to Craig Wood CC, Lake Placid, N.Y... Jack McPhee to Drumlins CC, Syracuse, N.Y. F. (Babe) Urzetta to Green Hills GC, Mendon, N.Y.

Additional 9 at Pueblo (Colo.) Sunset Park to be financed by 25 cent addition to muny course green fees... Salt Lake